
Kingdom Manifesto 
Studies in the Sermon on the Mount 
Part 24 – There’s a Board in Your Eye 

Matthew 7.1-6 
 
 
Genuine Goodness of God – righteousness – displayed in our… 

• Personal rhythms (6.1-18) 
• Personal religion (6.19-34) 
• Personal relationships (7.1-12) 

 
 
Don’t Judge 

• Do not pursue, pass, pronounce, or wish judgment  
o It’s our way of controlling through categorizing or condemning 

§ Can happen in ourselves (1 Cor 4.1-5) 
§ Can happen in relationships – because I’m right, I want to straighten you 

out 
§ Both are such a part of our normal existence that it’s hard to imagine life 

without them – whether giving or receiving  
• How many families would be happier if they treated one another 

with the respect they gave strangers? 
• Shame grows out of the soil of categorization and condemnation, 

not fruit of Spirit 
• Counterattack is a normal response to judgment 

o If not lashing out, then other ways – perfectionism, procrastination, rejection of 
authority, tardiness, refusal to accept praise, self-destruction on the verge of 
success, etc 

• Jesus knows it’s easier to point out others’ flaws than deal with our faults 
o We don’t notice because 

§ Our small virtues outweigh our huge vices 
§ We play the comparison game (at least I’m not like that!) 
§ Their speck is my favorite sin to pick on or point out 
§ The pace of my life doesn’t allow for the examination of my soul 

o The biggest log is our willingness to judge – condemnation is the board!   - not 
getting it out of the way so that we can be better at our judgment but because it 
IS the problem 

§ What if we turned our frustrations into action instead of arguments?  
Change minds through action first, then rationale 

 
 
 
 



Do Discern 
• Refuse to be spineless or brainless – we need discernment 
• Discernment:  God’s insight applied with God’s wisdom 

o At times it speaks, and at times it remains quiet – at no time does it manipulate 
or claim the mantle of the prophet  

• The question is one of help, not of worth 
o Dogs are enabled and what is holy is not used for its purpose 
o Pigs don’t care about pearls and can’t be sustained by them (“I know the value…I 

can’t believe they don’t”) 
o To push it on them is relationally detrimental and convinces them of its 

irrelevance  
 
 
What makes this make sense 

• Jesus knew that God judges 
o “I am comfortable with my standard!” – but we can’t even hold to our own rules 
o “Only God can judge me” – as if “I am my actions” is today’s GOOHF card 

• Because God judges, we don’t have to 
o Love well because God is just – He will make it right here or hereafter (Ps. 58.11) 

 
 
Questions for Discussion 

1. When is a situation (silly or serious) when you have felt judged?  What was the reason 
for it?  What was the outcome?  How (if at all) did it impact you and your interaction 
with the world around you? 

2. Reread 1 Corinthians 4.1-5.  In context, Paul was defending himself to some of the 
Corinthians by not defending himself.  What does he say about his identity?  What does 
he understand about his relationship to judgment that would be important for us to 
know too?  Where do you need to apply that in your life? 

3. When it comes to specks and boards, do you have a favorite speck to point out in 
someone?  Any reason why it’s that one?  What does that typically look or sound like?  
How do Jesus’ words speak to you about it (remember:  the fact that you WANT to point 
out a speck might be the biggest board of all!)? 

4. How do you define discernment?  Who is the most discerning person you can identify?  
What makes them discerning?  Do you have a relationship in your life right now that 
needs discernment and what might that help look like?  How have you seen others try 
to be discerning but be unhelpful? 

5. Read 2 Corinthians 5.10.  When you think about the moment described there, what rises 
in you first (fear, gratitude, etc.)?  What does that tell you?  How does God the Judge 
give you hope or peace?  (If you need help thinking about that, try Psalm 58) 

 


